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          B.E. Beautiful 2 Hour
          experience
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          Bridal Exclusives is Portland’s premier wedding gown store bringing you 60 years of experience
            in the bridal industry. We stock the largest selection of bridal dresses in the Pacific Northwest.
            Hand-picked by our dedicated, passionate buyers to ensure we acquire the best of
            the best selections for you and your bridal party, from affordable options to perfectly fitting plus size dresses
            and luxurious more expensive designer dresses. We will assist you during your private 2 hour appointment in
            selecting the perfect wedding gown to complement your figure and match accessories to your style while
            our alterations department will further assist you from beginning to end. Cheers! 
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          Not all gowns are available in-store. Please call us for specific gowns.
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              Testimonials & Our Brides

              
                
                  
                    “The bridal consultant Lina was truly amazing! She helped me pick the silhouette and really listened to what I was
                      wanting and liking. She found the perfect dress for me as well as the veil. Such an amazing experience! I couldn't
                      of imagined going any better.”

                    - samantha
                  


                  
                    “One word. AMAZING! The staff is so happy and helpful and the woman who was trying dresses with me really 
                      cared about finding what I wanted and did not show me a single dress out of my price range!
                      The seamstresses are so amazing and fast and the measures they took before ordering my dress were
                      perfect and I needed no alterations other than a bustle! Would 100% recommend!!!”

                    - summer
                  


                  
                    “The consultant I worked with was so incredible! She picked out a dress that I never thought I would wear and convinced me to try it on. 
                      I ended up loving it so much and she knew exactly what I should wear for my body type. The alterations were always
                      incredibly done and the whole process was made so enjoyable by the wonderful staff”

                    - clare
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  VISIT US



  
    16850 SW 72nd Ave 

    Tigard, OR 97224
  




  (503) 2131‑292



                                    

                                

                            


                            
                                
                                    
                                        
  Hours


	Mon: 10am - 6pm	Fri: 10am - 6pm
	Tues: Closed	Sat: 10am - 6pm
	Wed: Closed	Sun: 12pm - 6pm
	Thur: 10am - 6pm
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